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Let *1>*2> } } } >*d be points on the real line. For every k=1, 2, ..., d, the
k-alternating polynomial Pk is the polynomial of degree k and norm &Pk &=
max1ld[ |Pk(*l)|]1 that attains maximum absolute value at any point
*  [*d , *1]. Because of this optimality property, these polynomials may be thought
of as the discrete version of the Chebychev polynomials Tk and, for particular
values of the given points, Pk coincides in fact with the ``shifted'' Tk . In general,
however, those polynomials seem to bear a much more involved structure than
Chebychev ones. Some basic properties of the Pk are studied, and it is shown
how to compute them in general. The results are then applied to the study of the
relationship between the (standard or Laplacian) spectrum of a (not necessarily
regular) graph or bipartite graph and its diameter, improving previous results.
 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction
Throughout this paper, and otherwise stated, 1=(V, E) denotes a (sim-
ple and finite) connected graph, with vertex set V, |V|=n, and edge set E.
For any vertex vi # V, let 1(vi) be the set of vertices adjacent to vi , and
$i=$(vi)=|1(vi)| its degree. Then, 1 is ($-)regular if $i=$ for all 1in.
The distance between two vertices vi and vj will be denoted by (vi , vj), and
D=D(1 ) stands for the diameter. Let A be the adjacency matrix of 1, that
has d+1 distinct eigenvalues *#*0>*1> } } } >*d . As usual, we identify A
with an endomorphism of the ``vertex-space'' of 1, l2(V) which, for any
given indexing of the vertices, is isomorphic to Rn. Thus, we will make no
difference between the vertex vi # V and the ith unit vector ei # Rn.
Recently, some results relating the diameter of a regular graph and its
second eigenvalue (in absolute value) have been given by Chung [3],
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Chung, Faber and Manteuffel [4], and Delorme and Sole [5]. Their
results admit the following unified presentation, whose proof basically
works as in [3, 5]: Let P # Rk [x], the vector space of real polynomials of
degree k. Then,
P(*)>&P&(n&1) O D(1 )dgr P, (1)
where &P&=max1ld[ |P(*l)|]. With this formulation, Chung [3] con-
sidered the case P(x)=xk, and Delorme and Sole [5] generalized her
results by taking P(x)=xk+txk&1, t # R+, which has the advantage of
being useful to the case of bipartite biregular graphs (that is, vertices in the
same vertex class have the same degree.) Besides, in [5] the case of regular
digraphs was also considered, and the authors explored the connections of
the problem with finite non-Abelian simple groups, primitive association
schemes, and coding theory. In Section 3 we show that (1) also holds for
general (i.e., not necessarily regular) graphs if we change n by &v&2, where
v is the eigenvector associated to * with minimum component 1.
Upper bounds on the diameter of a (not necessarily regular) (di)graph,
in terms of the eigenvalues of its Laplacian matrix have also been derived
by Alon and Milman [1], Mohar [10], and Chung et al. [4]. Recall that
the Laplacian matrix of a graph 1, denoted by Q=Q(1 ), is defined as
Q=D&A, where D=diag($1 , $2 , ..., $n). Alternatively, the Laplacian
matrix can be defined as Q=CCt, were C is the incidence matrix of an
orientation of 1 (see Biggs [2].) A comprehensive survey about the
properties and applications of the Laplacian matrix can be found in Mohar
[9]. For instance, Q has eigenvalues +0=0<+1< } } } <+d , and the
(simple) eigenvalue 0 has eigenvector j, the vector all of whose entries are
1. Moreover, notice that Q can be seen as the adjacency matrix of a
weighted pseudograph, obtained from 1 by giving weight &1 to its edges
and adding a loop with weight $i on each vertex vi . Therefore, as when
using A, if (P(Q)) ij{0 for some polynomial P of degree k, there must be
some path of length k in 1 between vertices vi and vj . The above fact
allows us to derive the analogue of (1) (see Section 3.)
P(0)>&P&(n&1) O D(1)dgr P (2)
where &P& is now computed on the nonzero eigenvalues of Q. Thus, the
results of Chung et al. [4], correspond to taking P(x)=Tk((+1++d&2x)
(+d&+1)) in (2) (where Tk stands for the Chebychev polynomial), that is,
the polynomial Tk(&x) ``shifted'' from [&1, 1] to [ +1 , +d]. The reason for
doing so is that maxx # [&1, 1] |Tk(x)Tk(+)| is minimum when evaluated for
all the polynomial p # Rk[x] such that p(+)=1, +>1. Since the Laplacian
matrix can also be defined for a locally regular directed graph (that
is, $+(v)=$&(v) for all v # V(1)), and some of its properties still hold,
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a result like (2) is also true for such digraphs (see Section 3). To deal with
this case, Chung et al. [4] proposed to use again the (complex) Chebychev
polynomials or P(x)=(1&=x)k, with = # R small enough.
However, the formulations in (1) and (2) suggest that, to optimize the
results, we must face the discrete nature of the problem and look for the
polynomials that maximize the quotient P(+)&P& , where + is either 0 or
* (in general, + will be a point outside the interval [*d , *1] or [+1 , +d].)
Or, alternatively, we can try to maximize P(+) if the considered polyno-
mials are normalized. This will be our main task in the next section. The
results obtained are then applied to (not necessarily regular) graphs and
bipartite graphs in Sections 3 and 4, respectively. During the referring
process of this paper, the authors learnt that some special cases of these
polynomials have also been considered, in the same context, by Van Dam
and Haemers in [11], (see Corollary 3.3 below).
2. The Alternating Polynomials
Let M be the mesh of d+13 real points *0(=*)>*1> } } } >*d . Let
Rk[x] denote the (k+1)-dimensional vector space of polynomials with
degree at most k. Then, for each k=1, 2, ..., d&1, the mapping from Rk[x]
to R defined by p [ &p&=max1ld[ | p(*l)|] is a norm of Rk[x]. Let us
now consider the closed unit ball Bk=[ p # Rk[x]: &p&1]. On this
compact set, the continuous function 9: p  p(*) attains its maximum at a
point Pk that, according to Theorem 2.1, will be called the k-alternating
polynomial on the mesh M*=M"[*]. Notice that, since 9 is linear, such
a point must be on the border of Bk ; that is, &Pk &=1. In particular, the
(d&1)-alternating polynomial will be simply denoted by P.
An alternative definition of these polynomials is the following: Let
Pk # Rk[x] be the polynomial defined by Pk(*l)=xl , 1ld, where the
vector (x1 , x2 , ..., xd) is a solution of the following linear programming
problem:
maximize x0
with constraints f [*0 , *1 , ..., *m]=0, m=k+1, ..., d,
xl1, xl&1, l=1, 2, ..., d,
where f [*0 , *1 , ..., *m] denote the m th divided differences of Newton
interpolation, recursively defined by f [*0 , *1 , ..., *l] = f [*1 , ..., *l]&
f [*0 , ..., *l&1])(*l&*0), starting with f [*l]=Pk(*l)=xl , 0ld.
This approach has the advantage of being useful when computing Pk for
each particular case, for instance by the simplex method. Moreover, if we
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translate the above problem to the so-called standard form, by replacing
the d variables xl , 1ld, by the 2d nonnegative variables yl , zl , with
yl=xl+1 and zl=1&xl with the d extra equations zl+yl=2, we get a
system with n=2d+1 variables (x0 , the yl 's and the zl 's) and m=2d&k
equations. Thus, the ``basic vectors'' have at least n&m=k+1 zeros, and
so we have an ``optimum vector,'' which corresponds to a possible solution.
Then, since yl=0  xl=&1 and zl=0  xl=1, we conclude that the set
M(Pk)=[*l # M*: Pk(*l)= \1] has at least k+1 elements.
Example. For d=5, let us take the following points:
*=5, *1=3, *2=1, *3= &1, *4=&3, *5= &5.
Then, the corresponding k-alternating polynomials and their values at the
mesh points (*5 , *4 , ..., *1), and * are:
v P4(x)= 124(x
4+4x3&10x2&28x+9), (1, &1, 1, &1, 1), 31;
v P3(x)= 116(x
3+3x2&9x&11), (&1, 1, 0, &1, 1), 9;
v P2(x)= 18(x
2+2x&7), (1, & 12, &1, &
1
2, 1),
7
2;
v P1(x)= 14(x+1),(&1, &
1
2, 0,
1
2, 1),
3
2.
Note that, in this example, Pk takes k+1 alternating values \1 at the
mesh points other than *, as does the Chebychev polynomial Tk in
[&1, +1].
In general, for a polynomial p # Bk , let us consider the intervals, if any,
defined by two points of M*, such that p takes values +1 and &1 at their
extremes and they have no interior points ( # M*) where p takes value \1.
Then, the rightmost root ! of p in each of such intervals will be called a
distinguished zero of p. Notice that the distinguished zeros of p partition
(*d , *1) into subintervals where p alternatively takes values in [&1, 1)
and (&1, 1] at the points of M*. By using this fact, we show below that
the existence of exactly k distinguished zeros (which is equivalent to the
existence of k+1 points of M* where p takes alternating values \1)
characterizes, up to sign, the alternating polynomials Pk .
We first proceed with some trivial properties of these polynomials. With
this aim, note that a simple consequence of their definition is
Pk(*) max
p+q=k
[Pp(*) Pq(*)]. (3)
for any 1kd&1. Indeed, P1 is clearly unique and satisfies P1(*1)=1,
P1(*d)=&1, and P1(*)>1. Then (3) follows from the fact that, if
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p+q=k, then Pp # Bp , Pq # Bq imply PpPq # Bp+q . As a consequence, we
have
P1(*)<P2(*)< } } } <Pd&1(*) (4)
and dgr Pk=k. Notice that we also have Pk(*)P1(*)k.
We next give the basic result which characterizes the alternating polyno-
mials. From now on, a polynomial with positive leading coefficient is called
positive.
Theorem 2.1. A positive polynomial p # Bk is the k-alternating polyno-
mial on the mesh M*=M"[*] if and only if it takes k+1 alternating
values \1 at M*. Moreover, such a polynomial is unique and independent of
the value of *.
Proof. We first prove necessity. Assume that the k-alternating polyno-
mial Pk has only m distinguished zeros, !1>!2> } } } >!m , with m<k. Let
*l1 # M* be the right extreme of the interval to which !1 belongs, so that
Pk(*l1)= \1. We then distinguish two cases: If Pk(*l1)=&1, we consider
the polynomial r(x)=>ml=1 (x&!l), with degree m<k. Then, if the value
of =>0 is small enough, the polynomial Rk=Pk+=r, would also belong to
Bk and satisfy Rk(*)>Pk(*), a contradiction. Otherwise, if Pk(*l1)=+1,
we take as r the polynomial r(x)=(x&*l1) >
m
l=1 (x&!l) and proceed
similarly.
To prove sufficiency note first that dgr p=k. Since p is positive, there
exist k+1 points *l0>*l1> } } } >*lk of M* such that p(*lh)=(&1)
h. Then
we claim that p=Pk , it is unique and independent of the value of *. By
contradiction, assume that, for some *>*1 , there exist a polynomial
q # Bk , q{p, such that q(*)p(*). Then, since q # Bk ,
q(*l0)p(*l0)= 1;
q(*l1)p(*l1)=&1;
q(*l2)p(*l2)= 1;
b b
so that we get the following k+2 inequalities:
q(*)&p(*)0;
q(*l0)&p(*l0)0;
q(*l1)&p(*l1)0;
q(*l2)&p(*l2)0;
b
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But, if the polynomial q&p takes nonzero values of the same (respec-
tively different) sign at two points of M, then the number of roots
(counting their multiplicities) in the defined interval must be even (respec-
tively odd). From this fact one can easily deduce that q&p has at least
k+1 roots, contradicting that its degree is at most k. K
The following corollary gives the values of Pk at the extremal points of
M* and its behaviour at any point +<*d .
Corollary 2.2. The k-alternating polynomial Pk on the mesh M*=
[*1> } } } >*d] satisfies:
(a) Pk(*1)=1 and Pk(*d)=(&1)k;
(b) Pk(+)=max[ p(+) : p # Bk] (k even); Pk(+)=min[ p(+) : p # Bk]
(k odd ) for any +<*d .
Proof. (a) For any 1kd&1 and *>*1 we know that Pk(*)>
P1(*). Then, by continuity, Pk(*1)>P1(*1)=1 so that Pk(*1)=1. To
prove that Pk(*d)=(&1)k, let us consider the (linear) mapping _(x)=&x.
Then, as a consequence of Theorem 2.1, the k-alternating polynomial on
the mesh _(M*)=[&*d> } } } >&*1] is (&1)k Pk(&x). (Indeed,
the mapping p(x) [ (&1)k p(&x) is a bijection between the closed unit
balls Bk(M*) and Bk(_(M*)), which preserves the positiveness of the poly-
nomials of degree k and their number of alternating values \1 at the
respective meshes.) Thus, using our first result, (&1)k Pk(*d)=1.
(b) For +<*d , we have (&1)k Pk(+)=max[q(&+): q # Bk(_(M*))]
=max[(&1)k p(+) : p # Bk(M*)], and the result follows by considering
the even and odd cases. K
From the above, notice that the polynomial Qk=(&1)kPk satisfies
Qk(+)=max[ p(+) : p # Bk(M*)], so that it plays the same role as Pk , but
for + on the left of the interval [*d , *1]. That will be useful when dealing
with the eigenvalues of the Laplacian matrix.
Theorem 2.1 can also be used to give an explicit formula for the
k-alternating polynomials of degree 2 and d&1. Namely, we have the
corollary.
Corollary 2.3. Let M be as above, d2, and M*=M"[*]. Let
,l (x)=>*m # M*"[*l] (x&*m) and ?l=>*m # M"[*l] |*l&*m | (0ld ). Then,
P(x)= :
*l # M*
*&*l
?l
,l (x).
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Similarly, let N be the mesh *>*t>*d , where *t # M is a closest point to
(*1+*d )2, N*=N"[*], and define ,l (x) and ?l likewise. Then,
P2(x)= :
*l # N*
*&*l
?l
,l (x).
Proof. Use Lagrange interpolation with P(*l)=(&1)l+1, l=1, 2, ..., d,
in the first case, and P2(*1)=P2(*d)=1, P2(*t)= &1 in the second one. It
is easy to check that P and P2 have unit norm, and then Theorem 2.1
applies. K
A direct, and perhaps more illustrating, proof of the first case goes as
follows. Let p # Bd&1 be the polynomial defined by p(*l)=xl , 1ld.
Then by using Lagrange interpolation, its value at * is
p(*)= :
d
l=1
,l (*)
,l (*l)
xl= :
d
l=1
(*&*l) ,l (*)
?l
(&1)l+1
xl= :
d
l=1
?0
?l
(&1) l+1 xl , (5)
where we have used that ?l=(*&*l) ,l(*l)(&1) l+1 for any l=1, ..., d.
Then, since ?0 ?l>0, the maximum of p(*) is attained when xl=p(*l)=
(&1) l+1, as claimed. In particular, note that (5) gives
P(*)= :
d
l=1
?0
?l
. (6)
The alternating polynomials can also be defined on the complex plane.
In this case, M* is a set of d complex numbers *1 , ..., *d , contained in
some closed circle E (z0 , r)=[z # C: |z&z0 |r], and M=M* _ [*],
*  E (z0 , r). Let Ck[z] denote the vector space of polynomials over C,
with degree at most k. We consider the norm &p&=max1ld[ | p(*l)|],
and the closed unit ball Bk=[ p # Ck[z]: &p&1]. The (complex)
k-alternating polynomial on M*=M"[*] is then a point of Bk , where the
function 9: p  p(*) takes maximum real value.
With this definition the result in (3) still holds since P1(*)(1r)
|*&z0 |>1. So, we have dgr Pk=k and P1(*)<P2(*)< } } } <Pd&1(*)
again. The uniqueness of the complex alternating polynomial can also be
proved, although we do not have the counterpart of Theorem 2.1. Further-
more, reasoning as in (5) we get Pd&1(*l)=ei%l, where %l=arg(,l (*l),l (*))
(1ld ), and hence Pd&1(*)=dl=1 (?0 ?l , with ?l=>m{l |*l&*m |
(0ld ).
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3. Diameter of a Graph and Its Eigenvalues
The interest of the k-alternating polynomials is made apparent in the
following theorem, which generalizes results in [4, 5, 11] to nonregular
graphs (and standard adjacency matrix.) The result is based on the well-
known fact that, as a consequence of the theorem of PerronFrobenius, the
maximum eigenvalue * of A is simple and positive, with positive eigen-
vector v=(v1 , v2 , ..., vn). Recall also that the vector space l 2(V) has an
orthogonal basis consisting of the eigenvectors of A.
Theorem 3.1. Let 1 be a graph with eigenvalues *=*0>*1> } } } >*d .
Let v be the eigenvector associated to * with minimum component 1. Then,
Pk(*)>&v&2&1 O D(1)k. (7)
Proof. Let A be the adjacency matrix of 1. Let ei be the i th coordinate
vector. Then, ei=(vi &v&2) v+wi , where wi # v=. Thus, by using this
decomposition, we get
(Pk(A)) ij=(Pk(A) ei , ej)=
vivj
&v&2
Pk(*)+(Pk(A) wi , wj)
Moreover we can assume vivj , since A is symmetric. Then, vivjv 2i ,
&wi &2=1&v 2i &v&
2&wj &2, and
|(Pk(A) wi , wj) |&Pk(A) wi& &w j&&Pk&&wi& &wj&1&
v 2i
&v&2
since &Pk(A)| v= &=&Pk&=1. Therefore,
(Pk(A)) ij
v 2i
&v&2
(Pk(*)+1)&1
Pk(*)+1
&v&2
&1 (8)
and then the hypothesis gives (Pk(A)) ij>0, and so (e i , ej)k. K
Corollary 3.2. Let M and N be the meshes defined as in Corollary 2.3.
(a) [l : *l # M] (?0 ?l)>&v&
2 O D(1 )d&1.
(b) [l : *l # N] (?0?l)>&v&
2 O D(1)=2.
Since for regular graphs v=j, we obtain the following result, whose case
(b) can also be found in [11].
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Corollary 3.3. Let 1 be a regular graph on n vertices. Then,
(a) Pk(*)>n&1 O D(1)k;
(b) [l: *l # M] (?0 ?l)>n O D(1 )d&1;
(c) [l: *l # N] (?0?l)>n O D(1 )=2.
The above results suggest the following definition: A graph is said to be
k-boundary if Pk(*)=&v&2&1. In particular, we say that a regular graph
on n vertices is k-boundary if Pk(*)=n&1. Note that, in such a case, (8)
yields Pk(A) ij0, so that the existence of a path of length k between
any pair of vertices is not guaranteed. However, from the inequalities (4),
if a graph is k-boundary then its diameter is not greater than k+1.
A detailed study of the (d&1)-boundary graphs with maximum diameter
d has been done in [6, 7] by the authors. In particular, it is shown that if
every vertex has eccentricity d, such graphs are in fact the 2-antipodal
distance-regular graphs. An example of (d&1)-boundary graphs are the
well-known d-cubes (or binary d-dimensional hypercubes) Qd . Thus, for
instance, the 5-cube Q5 is a 5-regular graph on n=32 vertices, with
diameter 5 and eigenvalues 5(=*), 3, 1, &1, &3, &5, the same points as in
the example of Section 2, where we got P4(x)= 124 (x
4+4x3&10x2&28x+9),
P4(5)=31=n&1. Likewise, k-boundary graphs with k<d&1 have been
studied in [8].
As we anticipated in the Introduction, all the reasonings of this section
can be used to derive similar sufficient conditions, involving the spectrum
of the Laplacian matrix Q, to bound the diameter of a (not necessarily
regular) graph. The only significant change is that we must now consider
the appropriate alternating polynomial, according to the characteristics of
such spectrum. Thus, let Qk be the polynomial defined as in Section 2
(Qk=(&1)kPk), which among the polynomials of Bk attains maximum
value at any point on the left of +1 , ..., +d . (Of course, we are now interested
in its value at 0.)
Theorem 3.4. Let 1 be a graph with Laplacian matrix eigenvalues +0=
0<+1< } } } <+d . Then,
Qk(0)>n&1 O D(1 )k. (9)
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we can write ei=(1n) j+wi ,
wi # j
=. Thus,
(Qk(Q)) ij=(e i , Qk(Q)ej)=1n j+wi ,
Qk(0)
n
j+Qk(Q) wj
=
Qk(0)
n
+(wi , Qk(Q) wj).
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But,
|(wi , Qk(Q)wj) |&wi& &Qk(Q)wj&&Qk &&wi& &wj&1&
1
n
.
Therefore, (Qk(Q)) ij(Qk(0)+1)n&1 and the result follows from the
hypothesis. K
If 1 is a $-regular graph and has adjacency matrix eigenvalues *0(=$),
*1 , ..., *d , then its Laplacian eigenvalues are +l=$&*l , 0ld. Since the
maximum value attained by the alternating polynomials only depends on
the relative position of the points, we clearly have Qk(0)=Pk(*), and the
above theorem also leads to Corollary 3.3(a). In other words, we can say
that, for regular graphs, Theorems 3.1 and 3.4 are equivalent. Of course, it
would be interesting to know whether Pk(*)>&v&2&1  Qk(0)>n&1
holds for general graphs.
The corresponding analogue of Corollary 3.2 can also be deduced from
Theorem 3.4. Notice that now ?l=>+m{+l |+l&+m | (0ld ).
In fact, following the ideas in Chung et al. [4], the proof of Theorem 3.4
also works if 1 is a locally regular directed graph, that is $+(v)=$&(v) for
any v # V(1). Indeed, in this case the Laplacian matrix can also be defined
and, although its eigenvalues are not necessarily real, it still has +0=0 with
associated eigenvector j satisfying jtQ=Qj=0 (a property which is needed
in the proof.) Moreover, by the theorem of Gershgorin, all the other eigen-
values are in the circle with center and radius the maximum degree 2.
Then, we can take as Qk the corresponding alternating complex polyno-
mial, as defined in Section 2, and derive some corollaries which are similar
to those obtained for graphs.
4. Diameter of a Bipartite Graph and Its Eigenvalues
It seems natural to ask whether the results of the previous section can be
improved with additional information about the structure of the considered
graphs. In particular, Delorme and Sole [5] showed that this is the case
when the graphs are bipartite. Thus, in this section we elaborate upon their
work to derive some new results for such a case. Let us begin by recalling
some basic facts (see, for instance, Biggs [2].) Let 1 be a bipartite graph
with vertex set V=V1 _ V2 (V1 and V2 being the stable sets) and diameter
D. If for some odd (respectively even) integer k, we have (u, v)k for any
pair of vertices u, v in different (respectively equal) stable sets, then
Dk+1. Assume that the adjacency matrix A=A(1 ) has d+1 different
eigenvalues. Then, they are of the form:
*>*1> } } } >*s&*s> } } } >&*1> &*,
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where s=wd2x (if d+1 is odd *s=&*s=0.) Furthermore, if *l has eigen-
vector vl=(vl1 | vl2) (where the components of v lp correspond to vertices in
Vp , p=1, 2) then &*l has eigenvector v l=(vl1 | &vl2) for any l=0, 1, ..., s.
(From now on, given any vector v=(v1 | v2), v will denote the vector
(v1 | &v2).)
Theorem 4.1. Let 1 be a bipartite graph with stable sets Vp , p=1, 2,
|Vp |=np , n=n1+n2 , and with d+1 distinct eigenvalues *>*1> } } } >&*.
Let v=(v1 | v2) be the eigenvector associated to *, with v1 and v2 having mini-
mum components :1 and :2 respectively. For every 1kd&1, let Pk*
denote the k-alternating polynomial on the mesh *1>*2> } } } >
&*2>&*1 . Then,
(a) (k odd ) Pk*(*)>>p - &v&22:2p&1 O D(1 )k+1;
(b) (k even) Pk*(*)>maxp[&v&22:2p&1] O D(1 )k+1.
Proof. For each l, 1ls, let [zh] and [z h] be orthogonal basis of
Ker(A&*lI) and Ker(A+*lI) respectively. Then, the projections of the
unit vector ei # V1 on these subspaces are h ((ei , zh)&zh &2)zh=
h (zhi &zh&2)zh and h (zhi &zh&2)z h respectively. On the other hand, if
ei # V2 , we get h (zhi &zh &2)zh and h (&zhi &zh &2)z h respectively. As a
consequence, when ei # V1 we have the decomposition ei=(vi &v&2)
(v+v )+(wi+w i) and, when ei # V2 , ei=(vi &v&2)(v&v )+(w i&w i), where
v, v , wi , and w i are mutually orthogonal.
Let us first assume that k is odd. Then it suffices to consider vertices
in distinct stable sets: ei # V1 , ej # V2 . (The even powers of A have null
component ij.) Thus, we get
(Pk*(A)) ij=(Pk*(A) ei , ej)
=
vi vj
&v&2
[Pk*(*)&Pk*(&*)]+(Pk*(A)(wi+w i), wj&w j)
=2
vi vj
&v&2
Pk*(*)+(Pk*(A)(wi+w i), wj&w j),
where we have used that, because of the mesh symmetry, Pk* is odd.
Moreover, vivj:1:2 , &wi+w i &2=1&2v2i &v&21&2:21 &v&2, and
&wj&w j &21&2:22 &v&
2. Hence,
|(Pk*(A)(w i+w i), wj&w j) |&Pk*(A)(wi+w i)& &wj&w j&
&Pk*& &wi+w i& &wj&w j &

1
&v&2
`
p
- &v&2&2:2p
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and
(Pk*(A)) ij
1
&v&2 \2:1:2Pk*(*)&`p - &v&
2&2:2p+
=
2:1:2
&v&2 \Pk*(*)&`p - &v&
22:2p&1+ . (10)
Then, the hypothesis gives (Pk*(A)) ij>0, (ei , ej)k, and hence D(1 )
k+1. A similar study for even k, by considering both cases ei # V1 , ej # V1 ,
and ei # V2 , e j # V2 , leads now to the inequality:
(Pk*(A)) ijmax
p {
1
&v&2
(2:2pPk*(*)&&v&
2+2:2p)=
=max
p {
2:2p
&v&2
(Pk*(*)+1)&1= . (11)
(Notice that the terms in (11) are obtained from (10) by setting
:1=:2=:p .) Therefore, from the hypothesis we conclude again that
D(1 )k+1. K
When 1 is a regular graph on n vertices, we have :1=:2=1, and both
cases of the theorem particularize to the following corollary.
Corollary 4.2. Let 1 be a regular bipartite graph on n vertices. Then,
Pk*(*)>
n
2
&1 O D(1 )k+1. (12)
Let us now study how Pk*(*) is related to Pk(*). For 2kd&1, let Pk
denote the k-alternating polynomial on the mesh *1>*2> } } } >*d&2=
&*2>*d&1=&*1>*d= &*. To discuss first the case k=d&1, set
P#Pd&1 and P*#P*d&2. Then, P(*l)=P*(*l)=(&1) l+1, l=1, 2, ...,
d&1, and P(&*)=(&1)d+1. Hence, if d is even, P(*l)=P(&*l),
1lwd2x, and P* must be the even part of P: P*(x)=P+(x)=
1
2 [P(x)+P(&x)]. Analogously, if d is odd we conclude that P* is the odd
part of P, P*(x)=P&(x)= 12[P(x)&P(&x)]. Then, in both cases we get
P*(*)=
P(*)&1
2
. (13)
Notice that, since (P(*)&1)2>n2&1  P(*)>n&1, for a bipartite
graph the concepts of (d&1)-boundary and (d&2)-boundary, defined from
Corollaries 3.3 and 4.2, respectively, are equivalent.
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Unfortunately, the above equalities relating P and P* do not hold in
general for k<d&1. In this case, however, the definition of the alternating
polynomials implies that if k is even (respectively odd) Pk*(*)P+k+1(*)
(respectively Pk*(*)P&k+1(*).) Hence, we can write
Pk*(*)
Pk+1(*)&1
2
, (14)
and Corollary 4.2 yields:
Pk+1(*)>n&1 O D(1 )k+1
in concordance with Corollary 3.3.
By way of example, the alternating polynomials of the hypercube Q5 ,
seen as a bipartite graph, and their values at the mesh points &3, &1, 1,
3, and * (=5) are (compare with the example of Section 2):
v P3*(x)= 16(x
3&7x), (&1, 1, &1, 1), 15;
v P2*(x)= 14(x
2&5),(1, &1, &1, 1), 5;
v P1*(x)= 13x , (&1, &
1
3 ,
1
3 , 1),
5
3 .
If 1 is biregular, that is $(v)=d1 for any v # V1 and $(u)=d2 for any
u # V2 , we have *=- d1d2 and v=(- d1 j | - d2 j). So we get the following
result, to be compared with that obtained by Delorme and Sole in [5].
Corollary 4.3. Let 1 be a bipartite biregular graph with vertex set
V1 _ V2 , |Vp |=np , n=n1+n2 , and degrees d1 , d2 respectively, d1 n1=d2n2 :
(a) (k odd ) Pk*(*)>- (n1&1)(n2&1) O D(1)k+1;
(b) (k even) Pk*(*)>max[n1&1, n2&1] O D(1 )k+1.
As before, using (13) and (14), the above results have some corollaries
in terms of the polynomials Pk (k3),
(k even) Pk(*)>2 - (n1&1)(n2&1)+1 O D(1 )k; (15)
(k odd) Pk(*)>2 max[n1&1, n2&1]+1 O D(1 )k. (16)
To compare these results with Theorem 3.1, let us assume d1d2 and
hence n1n2 . Then, taking the eigenvector with minimum component 1:
v=(- d1 d2 j | j), we have &v&2=n1(d1 d2)+n2=2n2 , and (7) gives
Pk(*)>2n2&1 O D(1 )k, (17)
for any k. Notice that, for k odd, the lower bound in (17) is the same as
in (16). However, for k even and n1{n2 , the result in (15) is better than
the one in (17).
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We end this section with the analogue of Corollary 3.2 for the bipartite
case.
Corollary 4.4. Let 1 be a bipartite graph with d+1 distinct eigen-
values *>*1> } } } >&*1> &* (d3). Let M and N be the meshes *>
*1> } } } >&*1 , and *>*t>&*1 respectively, where *t is defined as before.
Then,
(a1) (d odd ) [l : *l # M] ?0 ?l>>p - &v&
22:2p&1 O D(1 )d&1;
(a2) (d even) [l : *l # M] ?0?l>maxp[&v&
22:2p&1] O D(1)d&1.
(b) [l : *l # N] ?0?l>maxp[&v&
22:2p&1] O D(1 )3.
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